Introduction
Standing balance maintenance and recovery is a complex process involving various types of actionsor strategies -such as displacement of the Center of Pressure (CoP) within the foot, stepping or use of upper body inertia (UBI) through trunk rotation and arms windmilling. Their respective recruitment depends upon various parameters such as the perturbation level, environmental constraints (e.g. available space to recover), etc. Though the significance of using UBI has often been emphasized in the balance recovery tasks, its effect has not been clearly quantified yet. Most models predicting the stability or the risk of fall consider only the displacement of the CoP within the feet [1, 2] . Few studies predict the single instantaneous step that would restore balance from a disturbed state [3, 4] . Among them Pratt et al. [3] extended this approach by considering the effect of a maximal recruitment of the UBI. However, to our knowledge, there still is a lack of a model that considers and controls all these strategies together along the balance recovery process. To overcome this limitation, we recently proposed a balance recovery model [5] based on robotic approaches [6] . The first version of it included the CoP and stepping strategies, but not the use of UBI. It predicted correct balance recovery responses, although the step length tended to be slightly overestimated [5] . The present study aims to include the use of UBI into this model and to investigate its influence. We expect that: 1/ the use of UBI will reduce the recovery distance (or recovery step length); 2/ predicted use of UBI will be positively scaled with the perturbation level; 3/ Biofidelity of the prediction will be improved (get closer to experimental observations) by introducing the UBI.
Methods
Balance Recovery Model The sagittal plane balance recovery process is modeled using a mechanical model of the human body placed in closed loop with a controller. This mechanical model is based on the classical invertedpendulum-plus-foot model [2] . In addition, the effects of UBI are modeled using an inertia wheel centered at the CoM as presented in [3] . The inertia wheel rotates within angle and torque limits of an anthropomorphic trunk (cf. Table 1 ), neglecting the effects of arms windmilling. The feedback loop is based on a Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach using a simpler internal model (a linearized version of the mechanical model considering CoM to travel at a constant height). This internal model is used to anticipate future motions over a given time horizon (1s in this case), based on the current state and the control actions that would be applied during this time horizon. The control actions include the displacement of the CoP within the base of support, stepping (in this study, step times are fixed in advance) and rotation of the inertia wheel. Appropriate control actions are the ones that lead to the minimization of a given cost function. This cost function is mainly based on the minimization of the horizontal velocity of the CoM and the rotational velocity of the trunk in order to reach a steady state posture. In addition, the third derivative of the CoM and of the inertia wheel angle and deviation of the CoP from ankle positions are also introduced in the cost function, with a small relative weight, in order to generate smooth motions and a comfortable final posture. Several kinematic and dynamic constraints are also introduced including the maximum foot forward velocity, and the amplitude of rotation and angular acceleration of the inertia wheel, while the CoP is constrained within the foot. Comparison to experimental results In order to assess this model, and particularly to evaluate the influence of the UBI, we simulated experimental situations reported in the literature. We selected two tether-release studies [7, 8] where subjects are suddenly released from an initial unstable posture (leaning forward retained by a harness and a tether). In both studies, authors investigated the maximal perturbation in terms of inclination angle that subjects could recover given certain stepping constraints. While [7] focuses on single step recovery for different perturbations, [8] reports the balance recovery threshold for multiple steps recovery. Model dimensions, reaction times and step durations were adjusted to the experimental ones. Figure 1 shows the comparison between the experimental (white bars, average ± s.d.) and predicted step lengths, simulated with (black) and without (grey) UBI for the 4 different perturbations [7] . In all cases, balance was recovered in one single step forward. Steps predicted with the UBI were relatively smaller (3-22% shorter) than without. This difference is scaled with the use of UBI (peak hip torque), itself scaled with the perturbation level. Moreover, predicted step lengths with UBI are in closer agreement with the experimental observations. Figure 2 shows the same comparison for the multiplestep recovery scenario of [8] for a forward inclination angle of 30.7° from vertical. Our model predicts 2 large forward steps as experimentally reported and a third relatively trivial step. Clearly, the use of UBI (with peak hip torque of 175N.m) results in significant reduction of the 2 nd stride length during the recovery process and is closer to the experimentally observed average value. Interestingly the length of 1 st stride is unchanged, even though the inertia wheel rotation starts as soon as the controller is activated. This indicates the importance of making a larger first step to recover balance more effectively. 
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the influence of upper-body inertia in terms of a tangible balance recovery parameter such as the recovery distance. Using a simple model (linear inverted pendulum-plus-flywheel) and an MPC based controller, we showed a noticeable reduction in the recovery step length for simple balance recovery tasks. Our controller predicted a scaled use of the hip strategy with the perturbation level which is in accordance with the biomechanical considerations [9] . Moreover, the integration of upper-body inertial effects produced more realistic step lengths supporting our earlier hypothesis. However, current approach presents certain limitations. Given that the inertia wheel is centered at the CoM and rotates without directly affecting the geometry of the system, only the inertial effects of trunk rotation can be accounted for using this model. Hence the kinematics of a typical human hip strategy cannot be observed (e.g. the antiphase rotation of upper and lower body). Moreover the criterion used in the controller minimizes the CoM velocity at each instant of the time horizon hence predicting only the maximal recovery performances. This corresponds well to the experimental studies considered in this study. However, the criterion would probably need adaptation while considering sub-maximal scenarios.
